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Infallible Knowledge: unrealistic?

K captures an absolutely certain and fully introspective type

of knowledge.

However, philosophers argue that this is an unrealistic notion: if we

restrict humanity’s “knowledge” only to things that are absolutely

certain, then not much is really “known” in this sense.

“Knowledge”, in the common-day usage of the term, seems to be

weaker than our K modality: less-than-absolutely-certain.
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Fallibilism

Fallibilism: knowledge without infallibility

⇒ against the S5 semantics for “knowledge” (that uses universal

quantification over all the possibilities consistent with one’s

knowledge, thus equating K with I)

I will take fallibilism for granted, and introduce a “knowledge” 2

modality that is different from the “infallible knowledge” K.
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The Paradox of the Perfect Believer (Voorbraak)

People often believe they “know” something even when in fact

they don’t actually know it.

But this phenomenon cannot be modeled if we identify belief with B,

and knowledge with K:
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The Paradox of the Perfect Believer (Voorbraak)

Suppose we’d have BKϕ ∧ ¬Kϕ.

Then, by Negative Introspection, we have K¬Kϕ.

But knowledge implies belief (a trivial consequence of our

“Persistence of Knowledge” axiom), so we have B¬Kϕ.

Together with BKϕ we get, by additivity of Belief, B(Kϕ∧¬Kϕ).

But this contradicts Consistency of Beliefs (axiom D).
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What is “knowledge”?

A central issue in Epistemology is to find an adequate defini-

tion or characterization of “knowledge”, in its common-

day usage.

Essentially, everybody agrees that knowledge implies true be-

lief : if you “know” something, then you believe it and it must be

true.

But is the converse true?
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Not for K !

Essentially all philosophers deny the converse: they claim that

“knowledge” is more than just “true belief”.

Well, via our plausibility models we have shown that the con-

verse DOES indeed fail for the logical concept of “knowl-

edge” (K), however unrealistic this concept may be in other

respects:

Kϕ 6= ϕ ∧Bϕ.
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What’s missing?

Still, this does not prove that K is the “correct” or the most realistic

concept of knowledge...

So, if “knowledge” is more than just true belief, then what’s

the missing ingredient?
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“True beliefs too are a fine thing and altogether good in their effects

so long as they stay with one, but they won’t willingly stay long but

instead run away from a person’s soul, so they’re not worth much until

one ties them down by reasoning out the explanation (‘Logos’).

(...)

And when they’ve been tied down, then for one thing they become

items of knowledge, and for another, permanent.

And that’s what makes knowledge more valuable than true belief, and

the way knowledge differs from true belief is being tied down.”

Plato, Meno.
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The usual interpretation

For a long time, philosophers tended to conclude Plato as claiming that

the missing ingredient is “justification”, or “explanation”

(‘Logos’).

Hence, the “Platonic equation”:

“Knowledge” = true belief + “justification”

= “justified true belief”

But note that this interpretation leaves out the Platonic notions of

“permanence” and of being “tied down”.
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What is Justification?

When is a belief “justified”?

An “explanation” or justification for a belief may be a mathemat-

ical proof, or a necessary truth obtained by introspection (such

as the belief that I exist and that I hold this belief).

But it may also be the result of an action, such as a direct obser-

vation, via some absolutely reliable perceptual channel, of some

“hard” fact.

Or some ideal form of perfectly reliable, truthful communication

from an infallible source (“divine revelation”, the Pope’s theo-

logical announcements).
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Types of Justification: “hard” information

We call this “hard” information. (i.e. justification via math.

proofs or from infallible sources)

But most of common-day “knowledge” (including scientific knowl-

edge, outside Mathematics) cannot be justified in this tight sense.

In real life, a justification can also be based on some “less than

ideal” type of informational action, e.g. an imprecise observation,

a communication from a trusted but less than infallible source, a

testimony of an un-trusted or unreliable witness etc.

We call this “soft” information.
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All rational beliefs are justified!

But in this weak sense, all the beliefs modeled in DEL and BR

theories are justified!

Indeed, both DEL and AGM constrain the agents to be “ra-

tional” in their belief-change:

they must never change their beliefs arbitrary, but only based

on justifications (=the new information carried by new “input”

sentence or by the current epistemic action). So, if we assume

they start with justified (even if possibly wrong) beliefs and follow

the DEL or AGM procedures, they will never acquire un-justified

beliefs!
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Gettier’s Challenge

The ‘Platonic’ thesis has already been shattered by Edmund Gettier’s

famous counterexamples (Gettier, 1963).

Our Winestein story is such a Gettier-type counterexample:

Albert’s (true, justified) belief that he’s a genius is easily shattered

when he learns some new information (namely, that he’s drunk).

This shows that he didn’t really “know” that he’s genius, in any

realistic sense of “knowledge”.
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Question: what’s the missing ingredient?

“Knowledge” = “justified true belief” + what?

Plato: “permanence” of belief.

Hintikka: “robustness” of belief.

“... by saying “I know that p ”, one makes a commitment stronger than

one made by making a simple assertion; one proposes (it is part of one’s

proposition) to stick to this statement no matter what further

information one expects to receive.” (Hintikka, Knowledge and Belief,

1962)
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1. Qualitative (plausibility) models of defeasibility theory

Stalnaker, Rott, Baltag and Smets etc, considered plausibility models

for defeasible knowledge.
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An “absolute” interpretation

If by “further information” we mean any further evidence ex-

tracted from any source, however unreliable or deceiving, then

this may include misinformation.

“Real knowledge”, in this absolute sense, should be robust even

in the face of false evidence. This gives us:

“Knowledge” = “absolutely unrevisable” belief

We will call this irrevocable knowledge.
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K IS irrevocable knowledge

But this is nothing but the “absolute sense” of knowledge

K given by truth in all possible worlds of a plausibility

model!

Indeed, one can easily see that, in any plausibility model S, we

have:

s |= Kaϕ iff s |= BPa ϕ for all P ⊆ S
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“Stability” of belief

The “stability theory” of knowledge (Klein, Stalnaker, Rott,

anticipated by Lehrer) takes a more “relative” interpretation: “in-

formation” means “true information”.

“An agent knows that ϕ if and only if ϕ is true, she believes

that ϕ, and she continues to believe ϕ if any true information is

received” (Stalnaker 2006).

“A belief α is a piece of knowledge of the subject S iff α is not

given up by S on the basis of any true information that S might

receive” (Rott 2004).
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Defeasibility theory of Knowledge

In fact, the stability theory is a simplified version of Lehrer’s

“defeasibility” theory of knowledge.

Lehrer’s Justification Game:

The believing subject (Meno) in engaged in a dialogue with a truthful

and omniscient critic (Socrates), who criticizes his justification for

believing P, either be analyzing its consistency or by offering new true

evidence. The subject knows P if he can always win the game, i.e. he

does not lose his justification for believing P when new evidence comes

in.
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Defeasible Knowledge

Let us denote the Lehrer-Stalnaker concept by 2 and call it “de-

feasible” knowledge:

it MAY be defeated by FALSE evidence, but it CANNOT be de-

feated by TRUE evidence.

“If a person has knowledge, than that person’s justification must

be sufficiently strong that it is incapable of being defeated by

evidence that he does not possess” (Pappas and Swain 1978).
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Modeling defeasible knowledge

Recall that belief in plausibility models is NOT the Kripke modality for

the plausibility relation ≤.

Let us now define “defeasible knowledge” 2a as the Kripke

modality for the plausibility relation:

s |= 2aϕ iff t |= ϕ for all t such that s ≤a t.

In other words, interpret the plausibility order as an

“epistemic” relation: a world is “epistemically possible” (in the

defeasible sense) iff it is at least as plausible as the real world.
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2 is not negatively introspective

Note that this notion of “knowledge” satisfies Veracity and

Positive Introspection (since ≤ is reflexive and transitive), but:

it does NOT necessarily satisfy Negative Introspection.

So this is an S4-type of modality, rather than an S5 one.

This is OK: it agrees with philosophers’ intuition that day-to-day

“knowledge” is not always negatively introspective.
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2 IS defeasible knowledge!

To motivate our claim that 2 is a model for “defeasible knowledge”,

note the following (easily verifiable) equivalence:

s |= 2a ϕ iff s |= BPa ϕ for all P such that s |= P.

A belief in ϕ is “defeasible knowledge” iff it is not defeasible by any

true evidence: ϕ is believed conditional on any true information.

NOTE: In one of our papers, we called 2 “safe belief”, to distinguish

it from the standard logical notion of (unrevisable, irrevocable)

knowledge. But this clashes with Sosa’s notion of safety, so we’ll avoid

the term.
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Counterexample

In the model �� ��
�� ��d, g //

�� ��
�� ��d,¬g //

�� ��
�� ��¬d, g

Albert’s (true) belief in genius is NOT defeasible knowledge

in (the real) world (d, g):

(d, g) |= ¬2agenius.

Exercise: Check this using the definition of 2.
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Solving Voorbraak’s Puzzle

This allows us to solve Voorbraak’s puzzle:

if we interpret “knowledge” using 2, then the undesirable conclusion

that “believing you know is the same as knowing” can no longer be

proved, in the absence of Negative Introspection for 2:

B2ϕ 6= 2ϕ

But instead, one can easily check that we have:

B2ϕ = Bϕ

“Believing you know” in the defeasible sense is the same as

simply “believing”.
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This agrees with our previous conclusion that “belief”, as modeled in

plausibility models, is in fact “justified belief” (or rather, “justifiable”

belief).

It is “belief with (relative) certainty”: based on his justification, the

agent believes he “knows” ϕ (in the weak, defeasible sense)
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Dynamic Characterizations of K and 2

We can repackage our characterizations of irrevocable and defeasible

knowledge using updates and upgrades:

s |= Kϕ iff: s |= [⇑ P ]B(BEFOREϕ) for all P,

s |= 2ϕ iff: s |= [!P ]B(BEFOREϕ) for all P.

So we get a dynamic characterization of different forms of

“knowledge”, in terms of belief preservation under certain

types of doxastic transformations.
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Variations: “Weakly Safe” Belief

Define “weakly safe belief” by the conjunction of truth and the

Kripke modality for STRICT plausibility relation:

2weakϕ := ϕ ∧ [<]ϕ.

This is an even weaker form of “knowledge”: a belief that (might be

defeated, but it) can never be reversed (into the opposite

belief), by any true evidence:

s |= 2weakϕ iff: s |= [!P ]¬B¬ϕ for all P.

The agent will never come to believe that ϕ is false if he receives

only true evidence.
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Belief, in Terms of “Knowledge”

An important observation, first made by Stalnaker, is that, in a

plausibility model, belief can in fact be defined in terms of “inde-

feasible knowledge”:

Bϕ = 32ϕ ,

where 3ϕ = ¬2¬ϕ is the dual Diamond modality for 2 (“epis-

temic possibility” in the defeasible sense).
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Conditional Belief

Conditional Belief can also be thus defined, but ONLY if we use

BOTH kinds of “knowledge”: K and 2.

Bϕψ := K̂ϕ⇒ K̂(ϕ ∧2(ϕ⇒ ψ)) ,

where K̂ϕ := ¬K¬ϕ is the Diamond modality for K
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Strong Belief

The same goes for strong belief:

Sbϕ = Bϕ ∧ K(ϕ⇒ 2ϕ).
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How about Justification?

At a first approximation, we can model “justifications” in a

semantical/extensional way

A justification for a belief in Q is a proposition P that logically entails

Q (i.e. P ⊆ Q).

In a single-agent model, this means that K(P ⇒ Q) holds.

But where does the chain of justifications end?

Ideally, we would like our beliefs to be ultimately justified by some

beliefs that are so “entrenched”, so deeply held by the agent, that we

can of them as either originating in highly trusted sources

(updates and radical upgrades) or else being part of the agent’s

fundamental view of the world (his a priori beliefs).

Such basic beliefs would require no further justification.
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Strong Beliefs are Fundamental “Biases”

We propose to model these fundamental beliefs (from which all the

others are derived) as strong beliefs, in our technical sense:

beliefs that are stable against any evidence that is consistent with them.

Strong beliefs definitely qualify as “entrenched” biases: they have the

highest “epistemic entrenchment”.

Moreover, they are exactly the kind of beliefs acquired by updates or

radical upgrades!

A strong belief is NOT a warranty of truth, but can be taken as a

justification for holding some other (less entrenched) belief:

A belief is justified (or rather, “justifiable”) if it is (known to be)

entailed by a strong belief.
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Belief is “justified” by strong belief

Recall that all the beliefs in a plausibility model are meant to

represent justifiable beliefs.

We can now prove this!

Proposition:

s |= Bϕ iff ∃P such that s |= K(P → ϕ) ∧ SbP.

“All our rational (=justifiable) beliefs are justified by some strong

(=entrenched) beliefs.”
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Dynamic Justification: reliable sources

Recall the validities

[!ϕ]K(BEFOREϕ)

and

[⇑ ϕ]Sb(BEFOREϕ).

They tell us that infallible sources are a source of absolutely certain

(un-revisable) “knowledge” (in the sense of “hard information” K),

while highly trusted sources are a source of strong beliefs.

Knowledge together with strong beliefs have consequences, of course,

things that are entailed by them: these will be (simply) believed.
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Our previous result provides a sort of converse:

All the agent’s beliefs in a plausibility model are in principle

justifiable by some strong beliefs (together with the agent’s

knowledge).

So these beliefs might have been obtained by a successive of updates

and radical upgrades (together with logical inference): if this is

indeed the case, then this is the justification of the agent’s beliefs.

They are justified because they ultimately originated in sources that

were either infallible or highly trusted.
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Proviso

This of course doesn’t mean that all the beliefs WERE in fact so

justified: this depends on the past. Maybe the agent performed some

conservative upgrades with info coming from less-than-highly-trusted

sources? If so, then did NOT acquire his beliefs in a well-justified

manner.

Nevertheless, what the above equivalence shows is that (without

histories, i.e. IF we erase the past) our plausibility models cannot

distinguish between justified and unjustified beliefs: ALL the beliefs

of any agent in a plausibility model are “justifiable”, since they

COULD HAVE been obtained by logical inference from information

coming from either infallible or highly trusted sources.
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Knowledge as “Dynamically Justified” Belief

Knowledge=belief acquired by specific Epistemic Actions

To decide whether or not a certain belief is “knowledge”, you should

look at its sources: by what actions, or due to which doxastic events,

was this belief acquired.

The properties of the triggering event (e.g. its being a truly

“epistemic” event, that actually carries information about the issue

at stake) determine the “quality” of the belief (e.g. its being

“knowledge” or not). So “knowledge”, in this sense, is the kind of

belief that is created/induced by specifically “epistemic”,

“informative” actions.
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“Correctly justified” belief

So what is the justification of “defeasible knowledge” 2?

A belief is correctly justifiable if it has a “correct”, i.e. true,

justification: if it is (known to be) entailed by a true entrenched

belief.

Intuitively, we would like to have:

“Knowledge” = (?) “correctly justified” belief.
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Defeasible Knowledge is Correctly Justified

Indeed, this is true for defeasible knowledge 2:

s |= 2Q iff ∃P such that s |= P ∧K(P ⇒ Q) ∧ SbP

“Defeasible Knowledge” = belief justified (en-

tailed) by some true strong belief.

In other words: defeasible knowledge is the closure under log-

ical consequences of true strong belief Sb (which includes

absolute knowledge K).
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Defeasible Knowledge comes from Reliable, Truthful Sources

So, defeasible knowledge is “correctly justifiable”, since we can think

of it as originating in truthful information obtained from

infallible or highly trusted sources:

as being produced, by logical inference, together with (“infallible”)

updates and truthful radical upgrades.
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The Logic of Knowledge and Safe Belief

The complete static, multi-agent logic of the two types of

knowledge K and 2 is:

• the S5-axioms and rules for Ka;

• S4-axioms and rules for 2a;

• KaP ⇒ 2aP ;

• Ka(P ∨2aQ) ∧Ka(Q ∨2aP ) ⇒ KaP ∨KaQ.

As mentioned, the conditional belief, simple belief and strong

belief operators can be defined (as abbreviations) in this

system.
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2. Evidential Models for Defeasibility Theory

In recent work with Bryan Renne, we proposed an evidential account

for defeasible knowledge, based on a combination of Dynamic Epistemic

Logic with ideas from Artemov’s Justification Logic.

This takes the notion of justification seriously, giving an intensional

model of evidence and justification.

In this way, the “logical omniscience” problem is addressed, and

moreover the problem of propositional knowledge is tied up

now with a version of knowledge “de re” (namely, knowledge of

an argument, i.e. possession of the ‘right’justification).
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The result is a better formal treatment of the Gettier counterexamples

and a more accurate formalization of Lehrer’s defeasible knowledge, in

which we take into account the stability of one’s justification (not just

the stability of belief)/

See Appendix for details.
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3. Probabilistic Models for Defeasibility Theory

In recent work, we propose a Bayesian model for defeasible knowledge.

This is a “knowledge-first” approach, in the spirit of Williamson and

Stalnaker: it defines knowledge directly in terms of (probabilistic)

“degrees of belief”, without the need for qualitative beliefs.

However, the approach is closely related to Leitgeb’s proposal to define

qualitative beliefs from probability, via a modified version of Lockean

thesis.
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3(a). The First Problem

How can we model belief, and belief dynamics,

probabilistically?

A first idea: represent the agent’s beliefs using a standard probability

measure P .
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RECALL: Models for Single-Agent Information

We are given a set of “possible worlds”, meant to represent all the

relevant epistemic/doxastic possibilities in a certain situation.

EXAMPLE 1: a coin is on the table, but the (implicit) agent doesn’t

know (nor believe he knows) which face is up.

�� ��
�� ��H

�� ��
�� ��T
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A Probabilistic Version

A (discrete) probabilistic model is obtained by simply adding a

map, assigning a probability to each state:

�� ��
�� ��H : 0.5

�� ��
�� ��T : 0.5

This model reflects the agent’s belief that the coin is fair (or the

agent’s complete lack of further information, according to another

interpretation).

If the agent believes (has information) that the coin is biased, some

other map is chosen, e.g.

�� ��
�� ��H : 0.66

�� ��
�� ��T : 0.34
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Probability Spaces

A probability space S = (S,A, P ) is given by:

• S: the set of all possible worlds (outcomes, states, samples)

consistent with the agent’s information

• A an “algebra” of sets (=Boolean subalgebra of the powerset

algebra (P(S),∪,∩,¬, ∅))

• P : A → [0, 1] a probability measure giving the agent’s initial

degrees of belief (“prior”), satisfying Kolmogorov’s axioms:

1. P (S) = 1

2. if {Ai : i ∈ N} ⊆ A are mutually disjoint then

P (
⋃
i∈N

Ai) =
∑
i∈N

P (Ai).
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Discrete Probabilistic Measures

A discrete probabilistic space (dps) is a probability space

S = (S,A, P ), with

1. S is finite or countable,

2. A = P(S),

3. P ({s}) 6= 0, for all s ∈ S.

The last assumption amounts to saying that our rational agent is

cautious: before seeing any specific evidence, she assigns 0

probability only to impossible events (=the ones that are inconsistent

with her prior information).

In this course, we focus on discrete probability spaces.
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Conditional Probability can be defined by putting:

P (A|B) :=
P (A ∩B)

P (B)
, if P (B) 6= 0 (and undefined, otherwise!).
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Mass Functions

Alternatively, a dps can be given in terms of a mass function: a pair

(S, µ), where

1. S is finite or countable,

2. µ : S → (0, 1]

3.
∑
s∈S µ(s) = 1.

The full probability measure can be then recovered by putting

P (A) :=
∑
s∈A

µ(s) , for A ∈ P(S).
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Dynamics: Bayesian Update

After learning a new (“hard”) evidence E, the agent changes her

subjective probability measure to

P ′(A) := P (A|E).

This is called Bayesian conditioning, or “Bayesian update”.

Note that

P ′(E) = 1.

Hence, Bayesian update corresponds to a positive attitude: the

new information is “believed” with probability 1.
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Bayes isn’t cautious!?

However, note that this implies

P ′({s}) = 0 for s 6∈ E,

which defeats our cautiousness assumption: the updates space does

not satisfy it!

To fix this, we need to be more careful: always keep the prior.
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Probabilistic Epistemic Structures

A (single-agent) probabilistic epistemic structure is a pair (S, E),

where S is a dps and E ⊆ S is the (total) current evidence.

P is now interpreted as the prior probability,

while the current probability (after seeing the evidence) is given by

the “posterior”

PE(A) := P (A|E).

The dynamic transitions, after seeing new evidence E′, go from any

(S, E) to (S, E ∩ E′).

The prior always stays the same (and remains cautious), while the

current probability takes the new evidence into account.
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Probabilistic Epistemic Models with Common Prior

If we want to talk about counterfactual evidence (=the evidence the

agent might have gained if E was false) or about higher-order

probabilistic beliefs (of one agent about other agents’ beliefs), we

need to move to full-fledged probabilistic models:

A (multi-agent) probabilistic epistemic model is a pair (S,∼a, ‖ • ‖),
where

• S = (S, P ) is a dps (“the common prior”),

• for each agent a ∈ A, ∼a is an equivalence relation on S (the

agent’s information partition),

• ‖ • ‖ : Φ→ P(S) is a valuation function.
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Agent a’s local posterior probability at state s is then given by

P sa (A) := P (A|s(a)).

where

s(a) = {t ∈ S : s ∼a t}

is agent a’s information cell.

The “common prior” assumption can be relaxed by allowing different

priors Pa for different agents, but it is simpler to just stick with it.
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Degrees of Belief and Confidence Threshold

Let us assume a structure (S, τ), where

S is a (say, single-agent) probabilistic epistemic model, and

τ ∈ (0.5, 1] is the agent’s confidence threshold.
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Subjective Probability: “Degrees of Belief”

The Bayesian, or “subjective”, interpretation of probability:

P (A) = α captures the agent’s degree of belief in A, or “degree of

certainty”, or the “intensity” of his belief in A,

“Subjective Certainty” corresponds to α = 1.

“High Confidence” corresponds to α ≥ τ .
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Basic Notions

For a hypothesis H ⊆ S, we can consider the following:

Infallible Knowledge: K(H) iff H = S.

(Subjective) Certainty: P (H) = 1.

Absolute Certainty: P (H|E) = 1 for every possible evidence

E ∈ A (for which P (H|E) is defined)

High Confidence: P (H) ≥ τ .

NOTE : If we stick with Classical Probability Theory (as we will for

now), then certainty is the same as absolute certainty.

Furthermore, our “cautiousness” assumption equates absolute

certainty with infallible knowledge K.

But this is not the case for extended settings (Popper measures etc)

that allow conditioning on probability 0 events.
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Belief: the Lockean Thesis

But what about (simple, qualitative) belief?

According to Rickard Foley’s interpretation(1992) of Locke’s An

Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Locke seemed to

propose the following equation:

(qualitative) belief = degree of belief ≥ some (given) treshold.

This identifies simple “belief” with “a high degree of belief”, by

putting e.g.

BH iff P (H) ≥ τ,

or maybe

BH iff P (H) > τ,

for some high enough threshold τ , say τ = 0.99. Or even τ = 0.5.
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Non-Additivity: The Lottery Paradox

But no τ 6= 1 will make the standard axioms for belief

(KD45) sound. In fact, even K will fail: even Additivity (a

consequence of K)

BP ∧BQ ⇒ B (P ∧Q)

fails, except if τ = 1.

Argument: the Lottery paradox.

There are 1000 tickets in a fair lottery. For each single ticket, agent a

believes with degree 0.999 that it is not the winning one.

But she shouldn’t believe with degree 0.999 the conjunction of all

these, i.e. that no ticket is the winning one!
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Belief=Probability 1?

So the only natural probabilistic interpretation for Lockean belief

that is consistent with KD45 axioms is to take τ = 1:

B(A) iff P (A) = 1.

But this would equate “belief” with absolute certainty: such

“beliefs” are unrevisable!

Even worse: for cautious agents, ‘‘belief” becomes the same as

infallible knowledge: such “beliefs” are always factive!
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Ways Out

One way out is to give up KD5 (and in particular the additivity of

beliefs), and simply look with fresh eyes at the logic of Lockean

belief, understood as “high confidence”. (Lenzen, Adams, Fitelson,

van Eijck and Renne).

A second way out is to qualify the Lockean thesis, adding some

natural condition that makes belief well-behaved. (Hannes Leitgeb,

Mackinson, Delgrande, Kelly)

A third way out is to give up standard Probability Theory and move

to extensions of it that allow for conditioning on events of zero

probability. (Popper, Renyi, de Finetti, van Fraassen, Arlo-Costa,

Brandenburger, Halpern, Baltag and Smets, etc.)

Today we will only look at the second option.
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Degrees of Strength

The degree of strength of an agent’s belief in a hypothesis H

is:

dsb(H) := min{P (H|E) : E ⊆ S such that H ∩ E 6= ∅ }

For any τ ∈ [0, 1], we put:

SbτH iff dsb(H) ≥ τ.

We read SbτH as saying that: the belief in H has a degree of strength

of (at least) τ . For short: H is τ-strong belief.

Essentially, SbτH requires stable high probability under

revision with any evidence (be it true or false) that is

consistent with the given hypothesis H.

(Following Skyrms, Leitgeb calls this τ -stable belief.)
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Beliefs from τ-strong beliefs

A proposition J ∈ J justifies (our belief in) a hypothesis H if it

entails it (J ⊆ H).

RECALL that, in a plausibility model, belief is the closure of

strong beliefs under logical inference:

Bel(H) holds iff Sb(J) holds for some J ⊆ H.

“Belief is justified by strong beliefs”.

As H. Leitgeb showed in a recent paper, we can generalize this to the

probabilistic setting by defining:

S |= BelH iff there exists J ⊆ H such that dsb(J) ≥ τ

(where τ ∈ (0.5, 1] is the agent’s confidence threshold).

“Belief is justified by τ -strong beliefs”.
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(Leitgeb requires dsb(B) > τ , rather than dsb(B) ≥ τ , but the two

notions are still closely related.)
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No Lottery Paradox!

It is easy to see that this interpretation satisfies all the standard

axioms for belief : no Lottery Paradox!

Note though that this interpretation accepts only “half” of the

Lockean thesis:

Bel(A) ⇒ P (A) ≥ τ,

but the converse fails for τ 6= 1.
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The Logic of Leitgeb’s Belief

Proposition: The complete logic of the firm belief operator Bel is

the standard doxastic logic KD45:

Bel(A⇒ B)⇒ (BelA⇒ BelB)

BelA⇒ A

BelA⇒ BelBelA

¬BelA⇒ Bel¬BelA

BelA⇒ ¬Bel¬A,

together with the usual axioms of Propositional Logic and the

rules of Modus Ponens and Necessitation (From A infer BelA).
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Conditional Beliefs

In fact, we can extend this definition to conditional belief, in such a

way that all AGM axioms are satisfied:

Indeed, the family of τ -strong beliefs forms a well-founded system of

nested spheres, and thus they give a plausibility relation:

s ≤a t iff s ∼a t ∧ ∀J ⊆ S (Sba(J) ∧ s ∈ J ⇒ t ∈ J).

Leitgeb’s belief and conditional belief are given by maximization with

respect to this plausibility relation.
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3(b). The Second Problem

How about knowledge, in the less-than-infallible sense of the

word?

How can we model “knowledge” probabilistically?

Various attempts to adapt classical accounts of knowledge to a

Bayesian setting

e.g. Roush 2007 (Tracking Truth) adapts Nozick’s Sensitivity theory

using a confirmation theory the Likelihood Ratio

Here I will present a probabilistic version of the Defeasibility theory

of knowledge.
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Fallibilism

Fallibilism: knowledge without infallibility

⇒ against the S5 semantics for “knowledge” (that uses universal

quantification over all the possibilities consistent with one’s

knowledge, thus equating K with I)

I will take fallibilism for granted, thus “knowledge” 2 cannot be the

same as “infallible knowledge” K.
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Knowledge Without Certainty

But can there be knowledge without certainty?

Do we have

2H ⇒ P (H) = 1 ?

(Klein 1981) argued in favor of this implication.

(Meyer 1988) and many others argue against it.

I agree with the latest:

Knowledge implies high confidence, but does not necessarily

imply absolute certainty.

2H ⇒ P (H) ≥ t
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So, what is knowledge?

Factivity :

2H ⇒ H

High Confidence:

2H ⇒ P (H) ≥ t

Are these two enough? i.e. do we have

H ∧ P (H) ≥ t ⇒ 2H ?

Gettier-type Counterexamples:

It seems to me that the answer is no.

The usual Gettier counterexamples can be easily adapted to disprove

this.
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Example

Prof. Albert Winestein feels that he is a genius. He is absolutely

certain (with probability 1) that there are only two possible

explanations for this feeling: either he is a genius or he’s drunk.

He doesn’t feel drunk, in fact he is pretty sure (with high degree of

confidence 0.90) that he is not drunk.

Based on the above assumptions, it follows that he is pretty sure

(with the same degree of confidence 0.90)that he is a sober genius.

However, if he realized that he’s drunk, he’d think it that it was

much more probable that his genius feeling was just the effect of the

drink; say, he thinks that it’s 9 times more likely to be a drunk

non-genius than a drunk genius.

In reality though, he is both drunk and a genius.
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Model

A model for this story:

0.9 0.09 0.01�� ��
�� ��¬D,G

�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

with t = 0.9

Here, the state space and the subjective probabilities are:

S = {(D,G), (¬D,G), (D,¬G)},

P (¬D,G) = 0.90, P (D,¬G) = 0.01, P (D,G) = 0.09.

The actual state in this model (representing the real world) is

(D,G), while the confidence threshold is t = 0.90.
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Is this knowledge?

Albert believes in his own genius with very high confidence (0.90).

His belief is true: (in the actual world) he is a genius.

BUT does he know that he’s a genius?
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Wrong Justification

It seems that he justifies his high confidence in G on the basis of his

(equally) high confidence in ¬D.

But this justification is wrong: he is drunk!

Having a wrong justification has consequences:

Albert’s high confidence is fragile (it can be easily lost)!
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Learning that you’re Drunk

Indeed, suppose that Albert subsequently learns that he’s drunk

(-this is a true fact, by the way!).

If Albert is a Bayesian, then his posterior probability is given by

conditioning on the new evidence D:

PD(G) = P (G|D) =
P (D,G)

P (D)
=

0.01

0.1
= 0.1,

and similarly PD(¬G) = 0.9.

More precisely, the new (updated) model is:

0 0.9 0.1�� ��
�� ��¬D,G

�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

with t = 0.9.
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Knowledge should be more Resilient!

After getting new (true) evidence, Albert not only has lost

his high confidence in G, but has acquired instead a high

confidence in ¬G!

This is an example of a true, but “un-safe” acceptance: it can be lost

after acquiring (new) true information.

According to many authors, something so fragile cannot be

called knowledge.

=⇒ the defeasibility theory of knowledge:

Knowledge = “undefeated” true belief
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Undefeated High Confidence

Leaving justification on a side for a moment, let us try to develop a

probabilistic version of these notions.

We say that the agent has Undefeated high confidence U(H) in a

hypothesis H if she will continue to have high confidence in H after

learning any true information:

s ∈ U(H) iff P (H|E) ≥ τ for all E ∈ A such that s ∈ E.

As a proposition (set of possible worlds), U(H) is thus given by:

U(H) := {s ∈ S : ∀E ∈ A(s ∈ E ∧ P (E) 6= 0 ⇒ P (H|E) ≥ τ)}.
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Degrees of Safety

This is just special case of “the degrees of safety” defined in Baltag

and Smets 2008 (“Probabilistic Belief Revision”, Synthese 2008).

The degree of safety of an agent’s belief in H at world s is:

ds(H) := min
s∈E∈A

P (H|E).

For any τ ∈]0.5, 1], we defined:

2tA = {s : ds(A) ≥ τ}.

We read s ∈ 2τH as saying that: the belief in H has a degree of

safety of (at least) τ at state s.

This happens iff, for all true conditions E, a’s degree of belief in H

given E is at least τ .

Our operator U above corresponds to “high degree of safety”.
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Calculating the Degree of Safety

In Baltag and Smets 2008, we showed that

ds(H) = min{P (A|A ∪ (S \H)) : A ∈ A s. t. s ∈ A ⊆ H}

and whenever {s} ∈ A:

ds(H) = P ({s}|{s} ∪ (S \H)).

This was in a conditional-probability framework (Popper measures).
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Calculation continued

In a classical probabilistic framework, this boils down to

ds(H) = 1, if P (H) = 1,

ds(H) =
P (s)

P (s) + 1− P (H)
, if s ∈ H,P (H) 6= 1,

ds(H) = 0, otherwise.
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Characterization of undefeated propositions

Using these calculations, we can show the following

Proposition: The following are equivalent, for all s ∈ S and H ∈ A:

• s ∈ U(H);

• P (A) ≥ t
1−t · (1− P (H)), for all A ∈ A such that s ∈ A ⊆ H;

• P (s) ≥ t
1−t · (1− P (H));

where t ∈ (0.5, 1] is the confidence threshold.
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Example

In the state (D,G) in the initial model above for the Winestein story,

the degree of safety of Albert’s belief in his own genius is

only 0.1, which is below our threshold t = 0.9, and indeed below

under any confidence threshold (since it is < 0.5).

0.9 0.09 0.01�� ��
�� ��¬D,G

�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

with t = 0.9

So Albert’s true high confidence in genius is NOT

undefeated.
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High Safety as a generalization of ‘undefeated’

In (Baltag and Smets 2008), we proposed this as a probabilistic

generalization of the notion of “undefeated” belief.

My Oxford student Dan Mihalache applied the group version of this

notion (“common high degree of safety”) to Game Theory:

Proposition: For each finite game of perfect information there exists

a confidence threshold 0.5 < t < 1 such that

a common high degree of safety (≥ t) of the belief in

Rationality implies the Backward Induction Solution.
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Undefeated confidence is factive

If we assume our Cautiousness principle (and use the prior as our P ),

then U is factive:

Proposition. Undefeated high confidence is factive in discrete

probability spaces:

U(H) ⊆ H.
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Positive Properties of Undefeated High Confidence

Factivity:

U(A) ⊆ A.

Monotonicity:

A ⊆ B =⇒ U(A) ⊆ U(B)

Tautologies are undefeated: U(S) = S.

Continuity:

A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ A2 . . . =⇒ U(
⋂
i∈N

Ai) =
⋂
i∈N

U(Ai),
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Negative Properties

The operator U is not normal, and indeed is does not satisfy the

Conjunctivity of Knowledge:

U(A) ∩ U(B) 6⊆ U(A ∩B).

Another “negative” (?) feature is lack of positive introspection:

U(A) 6⊆ U(U(A)).

So, the operator U would give us a very “non-classical” (though

interesting) notion of knowledge!
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Counterexample to Positive Introspection of U

Consider a different model:

1
12

1
12

5
6�� ��

�� ��¬D,G
�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

with t = 0.9, and real world (D,G).

As before, Albert is a drunk genius, but this time he is kind of aware

of it: he assigns the highest probability to (D,G): P (D,G) = 5
6 . Note

that this is not high enough: his confidence threshold is still t = 0.9.

However, he does have high confidence in G, since he puts

P (D,¬G) = P (G,¬D) = 1
12 , so that

P (G) =
1

12
+

5

6
=

11

12
>

9

10
= t.
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Moreover, in the same model

1
12

1
12

5
6�� ��

�� ��¬D,G
�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

with t = 0.9, and real world (D,G),

we have (D,G) |= U(G): indeed, after learning any true facts, his

degree of belief in G can only go as low as

P (G|{(D,G), (D,¬G), (¬D,¬G)} =
5
6

5
6 + 1

12

=
10
12
11
12

=
10

11
>

9

10
= t.

So, in this model, Albert has undefeated high confidence in G.

The very same computation applies to D:

(D,G) |= U(D),

so Albert also has undefeated high confidence in D.
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Albert doesn’t know that he knows he’s a genius

But does Albert know that he’s a genius (or that he’s drunk)?

If so (i.e. if we equate U with “knowledge”), then he clearly doesn’t

know that he ’knows’ it: (D,G) 6|= U(U(G))).

In fact, he doesn’t even have high confidence in his

“knowledge” (i.e. in his undefeated high confidence) that U :

P (U(G)) = P ({(D,G)}) =
1

12
< t,

since

U(G) = {(D,G)}

(indeed, no other world supports U(G), in particular (¬D,G) 6|= U(G),

because P (G|{(¬D,G), (D,¬G)}) = 1
2 < t).
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Counterexample to Conjunctivity of U

We saw that in the above model

1
12

1
12

5
6�� ��

�� ��¬D,G
�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

with t = 0.9, and real world (D,G),

Albert has undefeated high confidence both in G and in D:

(D,G) |= U(G) ∧ U(D).

However

(D,G) 6|= U(D ∧G),

since Albert doesn’t even high confidence in the conjunction:

P (D ∧G) = P ({D,G}) =
5

6
< t.
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This is a problem

You may think: great, no Lottery Paradox!

But I can’t quite conceive a situation in which I’d know both A and B,

but not their conjunction.

(Besides, there is NO Lottery Paradox for knowledge; even if you’d

know that 999999 of the 1 million tickets are losing ones, there is

always one ticket that you don’t know that it’s a losing one: the

winning ticket!)

So I think we need to address this somehow, if we want a good account

of knowledge.

Luckily, there are at least three natural solutions, which happily

turn out to be equivalent!
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First Approach: Stability of Knowledge?

The lack of positive introspection of U shows that, even if H is

undefeated, U(H) might still be defeated.

So, if we identify “knowledge” with undefeated high confidence, then

the high confidence in the knowledge of H could still be defeated!

So H may be “known”, but from a subjective point of view this

“knowledge” might still be (too) easily lost:

after learning new true evidence, the agent may even become highly

confident that she doesn’t know H.

CONCLUSION: U encodes “knowledge” AS stability (of high

confidence), but without giving us stability OF knowledge.

This goes against the idea that knowledge itself is “robust”.
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Reflective, Conscious Knowledge

Intuitively, knowledge itself should be invariant under learning

of new information.

“Knowledge is made of sterner stuff ” (Nozick)

This seems particularly true if we refer to conscious knowledge of a

“reflective” kind.

While other forms of knowledge (perceptual, implicit, subconscious etc)

may be non-introspective, one may argue that conscious, reflective

knowledge is positively introspective (though NOT always

negatively introspective!).

So, having this kind of knowledge implies having undefeated

high confidence in the knowledge itself.
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Knowledge, take 1

So what we should require is that the agent has undefeated high

confidence in the knowledge of H:

2H holds iff: H is true and 2H is undefeated.

But this is a circular definition:

2H = H ∩ U(2H).

There can be many solutions of this fixed-point equation: e.g. ∅ is

the least solution!

What we want of course is to say that knowledge is nothing more

than what this definition says, with no additional restrictions:

i.e. 2H is the largest fixed point (=largest solution of the above

equation).
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Equivalent non-circular definition

DEFINITION:

2H is the weakest proposition (=largest set of worlds) A ⊆ S
satisfying A = H ∩ U(A).

We can unfold this definition to produce an equivalent non-circular

one:

2H := H ∩ U(H) ∩ U(U(H)) ∩ U(U(U(H))) ∩ . . .

So 2 is simply the reflexive (=positively introspective) version

of U :

H is known iff if it is true, undefeated, the fact that it is so

is also undefeated, etc . . ..
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Second Solution: Justification

The second solution is to look at the justifications of a given piece of

knowledge.

We look at the simplest form: logical justification (entailment).

Recall that a proposition J ∈ A justifies (our belief in) a hypothesis H

if it entails it (J ⊆ H).

In the spirit of defeasibility theory, we could require that H is

undefeated AND has an (undefeated justification:

U(H) ∧ ∃J ⊆ S such that U(J) and J ⊆ H.

But this by itself gives us nothing more than U(H):

every (true) undefeated hypothesis could serve as its own

“justification”.
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Resilient Justifications

We need to have a semantic way to distinguish good justifications from

other known facts, to avoid circular justifications or infinite chains of

justifications.

A good justification should be (not only true and undefeated, but more:

inherently undefeated.

undefeated whenever it is true.

J ⊆ U(J)

We say that a hypothesis H ⊆W is resilient if it can be defeated ONLY

when it is false; equivalently, if it is undefeated whenever it is true.

Formally:

R(H) iff H ⊆ U(H).
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NOTE. Obviously, true resilient propositions are undefeated:

s ∈ H ⊆ U(H)⇒ s ∈ U(H).
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Knowledge, take 2

Knowing H can now be defined as having a true and resilient

justification for H:

s ∈ 2H iff s ∈ J ⊆ H for some J ∈ A such that J ⊆ U(J).

As a set, knowledge thus amounts to:

2H =
⋃
{J ⊆ S : J ⊆ H ∩ U(J)}.
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Strong Belief

Resiliency is in fact yet another form of robustness or stability: it

matches the notion of t-strong belief (or t-stable belief), used by

Leitgeb in his “stability theory of belief”.

Note that this is a different notion of stability than the one proposed

by defeasibility theory:

stability under evidence (be it true or false) that is consistent

with the given hypothesis H.
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Resiliency = Strong Belief

Proposition. The following are equivalent:

• H is resilient and consistent (H 6= ∅);

• H is a strong belief;

• P (A) ≥ t
1−t · (1− P (H)) for all A ∈ A such that A ⊆ H;

• P (s) ≥ t
1−t · (1− P (H)) for all s ∈ H.
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Third Solution

The third option is to require a stronger form of stability:

not only against any true evidence, but also against evidence that is

consistent with one’s own knowledge.

In other words, the agent maintains high confidence in H after

learning any evidence that is not known to be false.

This time, solving the circularity necessitates requiring a few more

conditions:

factivity of knowledge, monotonicity, knowledge of

tautologies.

As before, we want that knowledge is nothing more than what the

definition says:

so we again look for the weakest solution (largest fixed point).
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Knowledge, take 3

Definition: A knowledge operator is an operator 2 : A → A
satisfying the following conditions (for all A,B ∈ A and s ∈ S):

1. it is factive: 2A ⊆ A;

2. it is monotonic: A ⊆ B implies 2A ⊆ 2B;

3. tautologies are known: 2S = S;

4. it guarantees stability against any evidence that is not known to

be false, i.e. for all H,E ∈ A:

s ∈ 2H ∧ ¬2(¬E) and P (E) 6= 0 implies P (H|E) ≥ t;

5. it is maximal with respect to the above four conditions:

i.e. if 2′ : A → A satisfies conditions 1, 2, 3, 4 then 2′H ⊆ 2H

for all H ∈ A.

Obviously, if a knowledge operator exists, then it is unique.
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Equivalence of the above notions

All our above definitions of knowledge are equivalent.

More precisely, we have the following:

Proposition. The following are equivalent, for all worlds s ∈ S and

propositions H ∈ A:

• s ∈ H ∩ U(H) ∩ U(U(H)) ∩ . . .;

• s ∈ A for some A ⊆ S such that A = H ∩ U(A) (and hence s

belongs to the largest such fixed point A);

• s ∈ J ⊆ H for some justification J such that J ⊆ U(J);

• s ∈ 2H for some knowledge operator 2 : A → A.
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Examples

In all examples, t = 0.90 and the real world is (D,G).

In
1
12

1
12

5
6�� ��

�� ��¬D,G
�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

with t = 0.9, and real world (D,G),

Albert knows D ∨G, but nothing stronger : doesn’t know D, G or

D ∧G.

In

0.05 0.05 0.90�� ��
�� ��¬D,G

�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

Albert knows D, G and D ∧G.
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In

0.10 0.45 0.45�� ��
�� ��¬D,G

�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

Albert knows D but nothing stronger. (He doesn’t know G either.)

In

0.10 0.80 0.10�� ��
�� ��¬D,G

�� ��
�� ��D,¬G

�� ��
�� ��D,G

Albert doesn’t know D (even if P (D) = 0.90 ≥ t).
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The Logic of Knowledge

Proposition. The complete logic of the knowledge operator 2 is the

modal logic S4.3:

2(A⇒ B)⇒ (2A⇒ 2B)

2A⇒ A

2A⇒ 22A

2(2A⇒ B) ∨2(2B ⇒ A)

together with the usual axioms of Propositional Logic and the

rules of Modus Ponens and Necessitation (From A infer 2A).
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Back to Belief

Our approach is “knowledge-first”: we defined a notion of

knowledge directly from quantitative degrees of belief, without

any need for a qualitative notion of belief.

But, from knowledge we can derive Leitgeb’s notion of belief, in

several ways.

One interesting way is via Stalnaker’s notion of “strong belief”. To

distinguish from a more standard notion with the same name, I’ll call

it “firm belief”.
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Believing that You Know

An agent has a firm belief in H if she thinks she knows H.

Intuitively, this notion of belief looks to the agent just like knowledge.

From a subjective point of view, the two notions are

indistinguishable:

BelA⇒ Bel2A

Stalnaker explains this notion as “subjective certainty”.

BUT this terminology is confusing in our setting, since for us

knowledge itself does not imply certainty!

“Subjective ’knowledge’” or “the feeling of knowledge” might be

better.
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Stalnaker’s Axioms for Firm Belief

Stalnaker assumes the following axioms:

1. Factivity of Knowledge: K(A)⇒ A

2. KK (Positive Introspection of Knowledge): K(A)⇒ K(K(A))

3. Knowledge implies Belief: K(A)⇒ BelA

4. Consistency of Belief: BelA⇒ ¬Bel¬A

5. Strong Positive Introspection of Belief: BelA⇒ K(BelA)

6. Strong Negative Introspection of Belief: ¬BelA⇒ K(¬BelA)

7. Firm Belief: BelA⇒ BelK(A)

(together with the standard axioms and rules of Propositional Logic).

Here, K is “knowledge” in some intuitive sense (NOT necessarily

infallible knowledge K).
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Belief as Epistemic Possibility of Knowledge

From these axioms he derives the equivalence:

BelA ⇔ ¬K(¬K(A))

saying that firm belief is equivalent to the epistemic

possibility of knowledge.

(In fact, the two axioms of Positive Introspection are not needed for

the derivation.)
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Firm Belief

In this way, we can get a notion of belief by just defining it in

terms of knowledge:

Bel(H) = ¬2¬2H = 32H

This seems like a world-dependent proposition but it is not:

Bel(H) ∈ {∅, S}

We say that Bel(H) holds (or that H is believed) iff Bel(H) = S.

NOTE: With this definition, all Stalnaker’s axioms are sound in our

probabilistic setting (though they are not complete).
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Resiliently Justified Belief

Our probabilistic definition of firm belief notion matches Leitgeb’s

notion of belief:

Proposition. The following are equivalent:

1. H is firmly believed (i.e. Bel(H) = S);

2. H has a resilient and consistent (but not necessarily true)

justification:

J ⊆ H for some J ∈ A such that ∅ 6= J ⊆ U(J).

3. H is justified by some strong belief :

J ⊆ H for some J ∈ A such that J is a strong belief.
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Connection to Leitgeb’s Conception of Belief

By recalling that

resiliency + consistency = strong belief ,

we see that the above Proposition implies the equivalence of the two

notions of belief!

So we have deduced Leitgeb’s “stability theory of belief” from the

probabilistic-defeasibility theory of knowledge together with

Stalnaker’s axioms for firm belief!
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Going Back

The connection works both ways:

if we start with Leitgeb’s notion of belief (extended to conditional

beliefs to allow for belief-revision), then knowledge can be

recovered as undefeated true belief :

Proposition. The following are equivalent, for all s ∈ S and H ∈ A:

1. s ∈ 2H

2. Bel(H|E) holds for all E ⊆ S such that s ∈ E and P (E) 6= 0

3. t ∈ Bel(H) for all t ≥ s (where geq is the plausibility relation

defined above).

CONCLUSION: The probabilistic defeasibility theory of

knowledge provides additional support in favor of Leitgeb’s

stability theory of belief.
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In fact, the two theories support each other (modulo some

natural assumptions).
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The Logic of Knowledge and (Firm) Belief

A complete 2B system can be obtained simply by adding to the logic

S4.3 of knowledge a new axiom encoding the definition of belief:

BelA⇐⇒ ¬2¬2A.

This not-so-intuitive axiom can be replaced by some of Stalnaker’s

axioms:

• Knowledge implies Belief: 2A⇒ BelA

• Consistency of Belief: BelA⇒ ¬Bel¬A

• Strong Negative Introspection of Belief: ¬BelA⇒ 2¬BelA

• Firm Belief: BelA⇒ Bel2A

Proposition: The complete logic of knowledge and firm belief can be

obtained by adding the above axioms to the logic S4.3 of knowledge.
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Robustness and Dynamics

In all our investigations, here as well as in our other work in purely

qualitative settings, and also in the related work by a number of

other authors, we notice a common phenomenon:

various kinds of “robustness” or stability (in the face of

different kinds of updates with various types of evidence)

give rise to various forms of acceptance, e.g undefeated high

confidence, (firm) belief, strong belief, knowledge etc).

Various types of “static” notions of “acceptance” (or other natural

doxastic attitudes) tend to arise as fixed points of various kinds

of informational dynamics.
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An “Erlangen Program” for Epistemology

This resembles Klein’s 1872 “Erlangen Program”: characterize

“static” mathematical concepts and structures in terms of the

transformations that preserve them.

Characterize “static” epistemic concepts in terms of the

“epistemic transformations” that preserve them.

Cf. my proposal for an “Erlangen Program for Epistemology” (in

Epistemology: 5 Questions, 2008).
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Dynamics: the Missing Ingredient

So we might say that the “missing ingredient” in the Platonic equation is

informational dynamics, or if you like dynamic invariance, i.e.

resiliency in the face of change:

(Various forms of) (Varieties of) Invariance under

“Knowledge ” = belief) + “dynamics

(belief, strong belief, (high confidence, or of information”

notions of acceptance) other positive attitudes) (of various kinds)

=⇒ forthcoming book The Music of Knowledge (on-going project with

Johan van Benthem and Sonja Smets)
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